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My Christmas Foodie Quiz
Part of the joy of Christmas is sitting around the table enjoying good foods, drink, conversation and games! Why
not have a go at answering the questions in my food quiz? The answers will be posted on my website.

1. What is the difference between ʻAngels on horsebackʼ and Devils on horsebackʼ?
2. The cocktail Black Velvet was invented where and to mark whose death?
3. In which month are English morels in season?
4. Which artist designed the 1958 label of Chateau Mouton Rothschild?
5. What is a spurtle used for?
6. Two sizes of Champagne bottle are named after which two of the three wise men?
7. What is a ʻDindonophileʼ?
8. What is ʻBoletus Edulisʼ more commonly known as?
9. What is ʻFromage de Teteʼ?
10. What two fruits is a Loganberry a cross of and how did it come by its name?
11. The best saffron comes from where? How many stigmas does it take to make 1kg of saffron?
12. What is a PDO and name three British foods that have one?
13. Name the oldest Parisian restaurant?
14. In the 2007 Pixar animation ʻRatatouilleʼ, the dish of the same name served in the final scenes was
designed by which real life chef?
15. In which year where the Kit Kat, Rolo and Smarties invented by Cadburyʼs?
16. What is Bacalao?
17. Name the valley in Italy where rice for risotto is grown? Name three varieties of risotto rice.
18. What is a freshwater lobster called?
19. What does the Scoville Scale measure?
20. Timperley, Queen Victoria and Crimson Crown are all varieties of what?
21. A smoked herring is also known as a what?
22. What is the culinary term whereby vegetables are cut into narrow fine sticks?
I wish you all a very merry and peaceful Christmas,
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